NAAMES Afternoon WX Discussion

Saturday, Nov. 14, 2015
**Monday 11/16**
Waves: SE 12-15 ft
Winds: ESE 20-25 kts
Broken-overcast low, mid, scattered-broken high
Heavier precip
Temp ~ upper 40s

**Sunday 11/15**
Waves: S 9-12 ft
Winds: NE 10-15 kts
Scattered low, mid, high becoming overcast
No precip day, precip overnight
Temp ~ upper 30s
WC ~ upper 20s

**Friday 11/20**
Waves: NE 9-12 ft
Winds: NE 20-25 kts
Scattered-broken low, mid, broken-overcast high levels
Small chance of light precip
Temp ~ lower 50’s

**Wednesday 11/18**
Waves: N 15-18 ft
Winds: N 15-20 knots
Scattered low, mid, high
Very small chance of light precip
Temp ~ upper 40’s

**Tuesday 11/17**
Waves: NE 15-18 ft
Winds: NE 30-35 knots
Broken-overcast low, mid, scattered high
Precip
Temp ~ lower 40’s

**Saturday 11/21**
Waves: E 18-21 ft
Winds: ESE 30-35 kts
Broken-overcast low, mid, high
Rain Temp ~ near 60

**Thursday 11/19**
Waves: N 9-12 ft
Winds: NE 15-20 kts
Scattered all levels
Very small chance of light precip
Temp ~ lower 50’s

**Friday 11/10**
Waves: NE 9-12 ft
Winds: NE 20-25 kts
Scattered-broken low, mid, broken-overcast high levels
Small chance of light precip
Temp ~ lower 50’s

**Monday 11/16**
Waves: SE 12-15 ft
Winds: ESE 20-25 kts
Broken-overcast low, mid, scattered-broken high
Heavier precip
Temp ~ upper 40s

**Sunday 11/15**
Waves: S 9-12 ft
Winds: NE 10-15 kts
Scattered low, mid, high becoming overcast
No precip day, precip overnight
Temp ~ upper 30s
WC ~ upper 20s
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